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Abstract 

Passive, single-hop interconnections among N sta- 
tions, each with several transmitters and receivers, 
provide a communication path between any two sta- 
tions using one of the transmitters and receivers of 
each station. Such interconnections which permit a 
polylogarithmic (in N )  number of concurrent transmis- 
sions using only spatial separation have recently been 
described. This paper shows how to optamally compose 
the layouts of any two fiber-optic single-hop intercon- 
nections t o  form that of the “product” interconnection. 
It presents a general method for optimally transform- 
ing a layered directed acyclac graph so as to balance the 
indegree and outdegree of intermediate vertices without 
altering (source, destination) connectivity. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Single-hop interconnections 

A single-hop interconnection (SHI) is a static, pas- 
sive interconnection network that provides a direct, 
though possibly shared, path among all stations. 
There are no routing switches, and no forwarding by 
intermediate stations is required. In its most basic 
form, which is assumed in this paper, the use of tun- 
able components or code-division multiple access is 
disallowed, thus requiring only the simplest and least 
expensive components. Such an SHI among single- 
transmitter and -receiver stations permits only one 
ongoing transmission. Examples include Ethernet [l] , 
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computer buses and single-frequency local radio net- 
works. 

Equipping each station with several transmitters 
and receivers permits the construction of a variety of 
SHIs, which fall into two categories [2]: 

0 Bus-oriented SHIs. These can be described as 
a collection of buses, with each transmitter and 
receiver connected to exactly one bus. The sets of 
receivers that can hear any two transmitters are 
either identical or disjoint. 

0 Non-bus-oriented SHIs. There are at least two 
transmitters such that the sets of receivers that 
can hear them are neither identical nor disjoint. 

For clarity of exposition, it is convenient to think of 
an SHI as connecting a set of m source stations (SSs), 
each with CT transmitters, to a set of n destination 
stations (DSs), each with C R  receivers. Whenever m = 
n ,  (SS,DS) pairs can be used to form bidirectional 
st at ions. 

1.2 Bus-oriented SHIs 

As depicted in Fig. 1, it is possible to construct 
up to CT . C R  equally-populated buses such that any 
two stations have at least one bus in common [2][3]. 
Skewed traffic patterns may result in substantially 
lower concurrency than CT . CR. When implemented 
in fiber-optic technology, this bus-oriented intercon- 
nection is also optimal in terms of path loss [4]. 

1.3 Non-bus-oriented SHIs 

Consider a bipartite graph with “transmitter” ver- 
tices on the left and “receiver” vertices on the right. 
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Figure 1: A single-path bus-oriented SHI. cT=cR=2 

It defines a Shared Directional Multichannel (SDM) 
whose inputs and outputs correspond to the “trans- 
mitter” and “receiver” vertices, respectively. A signal 
presented a t  a channel input reaches all the outputs 
that are connected to this input by graph edges [2][5]. 
A message is received successfully by a receiver con- 
nected to an output of an SDM if and only if it is ad- 
dressed to that receiver and the receiver hears no other 
transmissions. An SDM needn’t be bus-oriented. 

An SDM can be used as an SHI among stations 
with multiple transmitters and receivers. We use 
(CT, CR; m, n)  to denote the size of such an intercon- 
nection. A ( 2 , l ;  N ,  N )  interconnection with uniform- 
traffic concurrency log2 N at high loads was described 
in [5]. In [6], the concurrency was increased by one. 
SDM-based SHIs whose uniform-traffic concurrency 
at heavy loads increases with N as (logzN)cT+cR-2 
when operated with a specific round-robin transmis- 
sion schedule were also presented in [5]. 

1.4 Fiber-optic SHIs 

A fiber-optic SHI consists of transmissive star cou- 
plers interconnected via fiber segments. Unlike with 
a “star” of copper wires, a signal presented at an in- 
put of a transmissive fiber-optic star coupler is split 
among all outputs, but does not return over the input 
lines. 

In an (z x y) lossless star coupler with equal cou- 
pling to all outputs, the relation between input power, 
Pin, and the power at each output, Pout, is 

Pin - = max(z,y). 
Pout 

This somewhat unintuitive fact is sometimes referred 
to as the “fan-in” problem in fiber optics [7][8]. 

In fiber-optic implementations with direct detec- 
tion, the maximum permissible transmission rate is in- 
versely proportional to the power loss along the path 

(“path loss”) [9][10], corresponding to a requirement 
for a minimal amount of energy per bit a t  the re- 
ceiver. In view of this, the fan-in problem and the 
fact that capacity is the product of transmission rate 
and concurrency, it is important to take layout into 
account when comparing the capacities of fiber-optic 
SHIs. Specifically, naive layouts of non-bus-oriented 
SHIs are impractical. For facility of exposition, we 
will assume lossless components, so path loss is only 
due to splitting and merging of signal paths. 

1.5 The layout challenge 

The layout-optimization challenge can be stated 
as follows: replace the bipartite graph representing 
a given SHI with a graph that may have intermedi- 
ate vertices (corresponding to star couplers) such that 
the maximum over (transmitter, receiver) pairs of the 
product of “(indegree, outdegree) of the vertices 
along the path is minimized. Transmitter and receiver 
vertices are included in the paths. The new graph 
must nevertheless provide a path between a transmit- 
ter and a receiver if and only if there was an edge be- 
tween them in the bipartite graph. We are also inter- 
ested in complexity, whose measures are the numbers 
of fiber segments or star couplers. 

In an SHI of size ( c T , c R ; ~ , ~ ) ,  there must be a 
transmitter that reaches at least ~ / C T  receivers and 
a receiver that can hear at least m / c ~  transmitters. 
Therefore, a lower bound on path loss for any such SHI 
is max(n/cT, m / c ~ ) .  The maximum-capacity bus- 
oriented SHIs can easily be laid out optimally in this 
respect and also have minimum complexity, requiring 
N . c/2 . log2N couplers of size (2 x 2) for CT=CR=C 

and m=n=N. (The number of fiber segments is ap- 
proximately twice as large as the number of (2 x 2) 
couplers.) If there is no restriction on coupler size, 
the number of fiber segments is (m . CT + n . c ~ ) . [ 4 ]  

The naive layout of an SDM-based SHI as a bipar- 
tite graph requires a (1 x 2) coupler connected to each 
transmitter and an (2 x 1) coupler connected to each 
receiver. In the common case of m = n = N ,  the path 
loss would be N 2 / ( q . c ~ )  and approximately N2/c el- 
ementary couplers would be required. As pointed out 
in [6], the concurrency advantage of the SDM-based 
SHIs over the bus-oriented ones could easily be offset 
by the need for slower transmissions. 

In [11], a power-optimal layout for a (21 1; k , P )  
SDM-based SHI with concurrency log,N was pre- 
sented. In this paper, we present a method for com- 
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posing the layouts of two existing interconnections into 
one for the “product” interconnection, each of whose 
parameters is equal to the product of the respective 
values in the two given interconnections, while pre- 
serving the quality of the layout. This complements 
the method presented in [5] for composing large SHIs 
from small ones in terms of connectivity and schedule. 
The composition method is based in part on a novel 
method for improving the balance between indegree 
and outdegree of vertices in a layered directed acyclic 
graph, and is the main contribution of this paper. 

Section 2 briefly reviews SDM-based SHIs. Section 
3 then presents the layout-composition method and 
provides examples. Wiring complexity is addressed in 
section 4, and section 5 offers concluding remarks. 

2. High-concurrency SHIs 

An SHI that provides a single path between each SS 
and every DS can be specified by a wiring W ( s , d )  = 
(W1(sl d ) ,  W,(s, d ) ) ,  with (s, d )  denoting an (SS,DS) 
pair. Wl(s,d) specifies the transmitter used by s to 
reach d and W,(s, d)  - the receiver used by d to listen 
to s. Whenever an SHI is operated with a fixed round- 
robin schedule, we use X ( s ,  d )  to specify the time slot 
in which s may transmit its message to d.  (We assume 
a fixed message-transmission time of one time slot.) 

2.1 A ( 2 , l ;  N ,  N )  interconnection with 
concurrency log, N [5] 

Consider initially an SHI of size ( 2 , l ;  k, 2k).  Here, 
W l ( s , d )  E ( 0 , l )  and W2(s1d) E 0. In [5], it was 
shown that by numbering the DSs with k-bit numbers 
and having the ith SS select which of its transmitters 
to use based on the ith bit in the DS’s address, it is 
possible to construct a fixed round-robin transmission 
schedule that permits a single message to be success- 
fully sent from each SS to every DS in 2k time slots, 
i.e., k concurrent transmissions. The interconnection 
is depicted in Fig. 2, using only one “layer” of SSs. 

In [6] ,  this was improved upon by presenting a 
( 2 , l ;  k + 1, 2k) SHI with concurrency k + 1. The 
connections and schedule for the first k SSs are un- 
changed; the last SS picks a transmitter based on the 
parity of the bit string constituting the DS address. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the number of SSs in either of 
these SHIs can be increased to equal the number of 
DSs by adding groups of k (respectively k + 1) SSs. 
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Figure 2: T h e  logical interconnection and naive layout 
of an interconnection of 2k 2-transmitter SSs and 2k 
single-receiver DSs. ( k  = 4.) T h e  SSs are of k “types”, 
each wired differently, with 2k/k identically-wired SSs in 
each type. Rectangles and circles denote stations and 
star couplers, respectively. 

SSs in the same position in different groups all have 
identical wiring. We say that they are of the same 
t y p e .  The concurrency can be retained by repeating 
the original schedule N / k  times, once for each group 
of SSs. (Divisibility problems have a minor impact 
and are ignored for brevity.) This yields a ( 2 , l ;  N ,  N )  
SHI with concurrency log, N for uniform traffic and 
high load. 

Efficient layout of ( 2 , l ;  k, a k )  [ll]. 
The only way to meet the implementation challenge is 
to overlap the splitting and merging of signal paths, 
so as to avoid unnecessary excess fan-in. Stated dif- 
ferently, we must strive to balance the couplers, i.e., 
equate the number of inputs and outputs of each cou- 
pler. This was achieved in [ll] by taking advantage of 
wiring symmetries among SSs and among DSs. The 
construction in [ll] produced three stages of couplers. 
Coupler sizes in the respective stages are 

(1 x 2k/2-1),  (x k x 2k/2),  and (2 x l ) ,  (1) 
L 

yielding a path loss of 2k. This appears to be sub- 
optimal by a factor of two. However, the excess fan-in 
in the last stage is unavoidable since no two receivers 
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hear identical sets of transmitters, so the layout is 
power-optimal. Fig. 3 depicts the optimal layout for 
k = 4. A comparison with Fig. 2 reveals the savings, 
which become much more pronounced as N increases. 
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Figure 3: Power-optimal layout of an interconnection of 
k 2-transmitter SSs and 2k single-receiver DSs. (k = 
4.) All couplers are balanced, except for the unavoidable 
(2 x 1) stage-3 couplers. T h e  path loss is 16, which is 
optimal. 

Lemma 1. A power-optimal layout for an SHI of size 
( C T ,  C R ;  m ,  n) ,  when reversed, is optimal for the corre- 
sponding SHI  of size (CR, CT; n,  m). 

Proof. By contradiction. If the reversed layout is 
not optimal, then (given the faithful representation 
of the wiring) there is excess fan-in in one of its 
stages .and excess fan-out in another, such that the 
two could actually be combined in the same stage 
to avoid the excess fan-in. Clearly, the same is true 
of the original layout with the roles of fan-in and 
fan-out reversed. 0 

Power-optimal layouts for the ( 2 , l ;  k+l, 2k) and for 
( 2 , l ;  2k, zk) SHIs were also constructed in [ll]. The 
power-optimal layout for the latter will be derived here 
in a much easier way as a simple application of the new 
composition method. 

2.2 Composing large interconnections 
from smaller ones 

In [5] it was shown how, given two SHIs, to con- 
struct a “product” SHI: the value of each of its param- 
eters (m, n, CT, CR and the concurrency) is the product 
of the respective parameter values in the constituent 
SHIs. The construction, which will be used in this 
paper to verify the correctness of the layouts, is as 
follows. 

Let i E {1,2} index two given SHIs. For i E {1,2},  
let Si, Di, T,, R, denote the sets of SSs, DSs, transmit- 
ters of each SS and receivers of each DS, respectively. 
Thus, lSil = mi, lDil = ni, ITiI = CT,, and lR,l = CR,. 

Let W i  = (Wi , Wi)  and Xi  be a compatible wiring 
and schedule for the communication between Si and 
Di, such that W;(s i ,d i )  E Ti and Wi(s i ,  d i )  E R, for 
( S i ,  d i )  E Si x Di (Cartesian product). 

Let S = S1 x S 2  , D = D1 x D2, T = TI x T2 and 
R = RI x R2. For a pair of stations (s = (s1s2) E S ,  
d = (dldz) E D):  

Note. “(2122)” denotes the concatenation of the 
two numbers 2 1  and 2 2  to form a new number. If 
21 and 22 are in different bases, the concatenation re- 
sults in a “hybrid” number, whose range of values is 
nevertheless [0, max(z1) . max(z2)J. 

3. Efficient composition of layouts 

In this section we present the main contribution of 
this paper: a composition method for layouts which 
complements the method of composing wiring func- 
tions presented in [5] and summarized in Eq. (2). 

Given layouts of the two interconnections, #1 and 
#2, that are to be combined to form a larger one, the 
construction is carried out in two steps: (i) abutting 
and (ii) compaction. 

3.1 Abutting 

The outputs of a column of ml  . C T ~  #2 intercon- 
nections are connected to the inputs of a column of 
122 . C R ~  #1 interconnections. (The order can be 
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reversed.) Thus, a signal goes through a #2 intercon- 
nection followed by a #1 interconnection. The con- 
nections are made as follows. 

Initially, label each port of a #2 interconnection 
with the numbers of the station and transmitter (or 
receiver) connected to it in a stand-alone #2 intercon- 
nection. Input and output labels will assume the form 
(sz E Sz, t z  E T2) and (dz E Dz, r:! E Rz), respec- 
tively. 

Next, uniquely label each of the n2 . C R ~  #2 inter- 
connections with a pair of numbers (SI E S1,tl E TI). 
There are exactly enough such pairs, so each input of 
the first column is uniquely labeled (SI E S1,tl E 
T1,sz E Sz,tz E Tz), and each of its outputs - 
(SI E SI, t l  E TI, dz E Dz, r:! E Rz). Finally, con- 
nect transmitter t l t z  of SS slsz to the input labeled 

Similarly, uniquely label each of the n2 . C R ~  # 1 in- 
terconnections (d2 E &, r2 E &); uniquely label each 
output of the second column (dz ,  r z ,  dl E D1, E RI) 
and connect it to receiver number rlr2 of DS num- 
ber d ldz ,  and label each input of the second column 

Finally, connect each output of the first column to 
the input of the second column that has the same la- 
bel. 

(s1, t l ,  SZ, t z ) .  

(s1,  t l ,  dz ,  Q). 

Proposition 2. The foregoing construction faithfully 
represents the wiring called f o r  b y  [5]. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us consider 
source station number s;s; and destination station 
d;d; .  From ( 2 )  it follows that the transmitter and 
receiver used for connecting those two should be tit3 
and r ;r ; ,  respectively, where ( t t , ~ ? ) ,  i E {1,2}, 
is the (transmitter-number, receiver-number) pair 
used in a stand-alone #i interconnection for com- 
munication between si and di .  

In the foregoing construction, transmitter t i t;  of 
source-station s;s; is connected to the #2 inter- 
connection labeled ( s : , t : ) .  Since the first part of 
the path is a correctly-constructed #2 interconnec- 
tion, the outputs of this interconnection which are 
reached by this transmitter include ( d ; ,  T I ) .  Com- 
bined with the interconnection’s label, this output 
of the first column is labeled (si, ti, d; ,  r ; ) .  

Next, let us turn our attention to the second part 
of the path, namely the #1 interconnection. Re- 
ceiver r;r; of destination station did’, is connected 
to the #1 interconnection labeled (d ; ,  T ; ) .  Since 

this is a correctly-implemented #1 interconnection, 
the inputs of this interconnection from which this 
receiver can be reached include (si, t ; ) .  Combined 
with the interconnection’s label, this input is labeled 
( s ; , t ; , d ; ,  r ; ) .  But this input of the 2nd column is 
connected to the ( s ; , t ; , d ; , r ; )  output of the first 
column, so there is indeed a path between the ap- 
propriate transmitter and receiver of s* and d* .  

We must still show that there are no paths other 
than the required ones. This follows from the fact 
that each input of a #2 interconnection reaches 
nz/cTz  of its outputs, and each input of a #1 in- 
terconnection reaches exactly n1 /CT~ of its outputs. 
Therefore, concatenating the two colums of inter- 
connections makes it possible for each transmitter 
to reach at most nln2/(cTlcTa) receivers, which is 
exactly the number called for by the wiring matrix 
of (2). Since all the required connections exist, it fol- 
lows that there are no extra ones. Finally, since only 
the desired connections exist and each constituent 
interconnection provides a t  most one path between 
each of its inputs and outputs, there is at most one 
signal path between each input and output of the 
composite inter connect ion. 0 

3.2 Compaction 

In this step, we attempt to balance the couplers 
so that their indegree is as close as possible to their 
outdegree. The following two lemmas, illustrated in 
Fig. 4, present the transformations that may be used. 
(Variable names in the lemmas bear no relationship to 
names used earlier.) 

Figure 4: Legal coupler-degree transformations. 
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Lemma 3. In  t e r m s  of connectivity, an (m x n)  s tar  
coupler i s  equivalent t o  k couplers of size (mi x n )  
with E:=, m, = m, feeding n couplers of size (k x 
l ) ,  connected as  follows: the inputs t o  the original 
coupler are partitioned among the inputs of the (mi x 
n)  couplers; each (k x 1) coupler receives one output 

0 

Lemma 4. A n  ( n  x 1) coupler whose output feeds an- 
other coupler can be eliminated by adding n - 1 inputs 
t o  the latter and feeding the inputs of the (n  x 1)  cou- 

of every (mi x n)  coupler. 

pler  directly t o  i t .  0 

The indegree of a coupler can thus be reduced in 
exchange for an appropriate increase to the indegree 
of couplers in the next stage. (The number of couplers 
in the early stage must also be increased.) Similarly, 
it is possible to reduce the outdegree of couplers in a 
given stage by appropriately increasing the outdegree 
of those in the previous stage. The actual changes 
to connections and coupler structures are readily de- 
duced from the transformation and Fig. 4. Transfor- 
mations in the opposite directions are not allowed! 

One may, for example, reduce the indegree of cou- 
plers in one stage by some integer factor k and in- 
crease that of couplers in the next stage by a factor of 
k. One may also swap indegrees of couplers in succes- 
sive stages, provided that this results in a reduction 
of indegree to the earlier stage. Similarly, one may 
swap outdegrees of couplers in successive stages, pro- 
vided that this results in an increase of the outdegree 
of the couplers in the earlier stage. Finally, we note 
that the stages involved in a transformation needn't 
even be adjacent, provided that the indegree (outde- 
gree) of the earlier stage is reduced (increased). This 
is so because there is always an equivalent sequence 
of legal transformations involving degrees of adjacent 
stages. 

Compaction consists of successively applying these 
transformations with appropriately chosen factors un- 
til maximum balance is attained. The associated re- 
arrangement of connections can trivially be deduced 
from the transformations. 

3.3 Examples 

do not divide well. Finally, we compose the efficient 
layout of ( 2 , l ;  k ,  2k) with that of (1 ,2;  2k, k) to pro- 
duce an efficient layout of (2 ,2;  k2k, k2'). 

Example 1: ( 2 , l ;  k ,2k)+( l ,  1; $, 1) ---+ ( 2 , l ;  2k, zk).  
The coupler sizes for an optimal layout of ( 2 , l ;  k, 2k) 
are (1 x 24-l) ,  ($ x 28) ,  (2 x 1). An SHI of size 
( 1 , l ;  $, 1) is trivially implemented using a ($ x 1) 
coupler. 

Noting that the first interconnection has excess fan- 
out while the second one has excess fan-in, we place 
the second one in the first part of the path. This yields 

Combining the couplers of the first and second stages, 
and then reducing the indegree of stage-1 couplers by a 
factor of 24/($) and increasing the indegree of stage-2 
couplers by the same factor yields 

(24-1 x 2 4 - 7 ,  (24 x 2 4 ) ,  (2 x 1). 

The resulting path loss is 2 k ,  which is optimal. Fig. 5 
depicts the optimal layout for k = 4. 
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Figure 5: Power-optimal layout of a ( 2 , l ;  24, 24) SHI. 
Path loss = 16. 

In the first example, we compose the efficient layout 
of an SHI of size ( 1 , l ;  2k/k, 1) with that of ( 2 , l ;  k ,  ak) 
to produce an efficient layout for the more interesting 
( 2 , l ;  2k, 2k) SHI, reproducing the result of [ll]. Next, 
we provide a numerical example in which the numbers 

Coupler sizes following each transformation, as well 
as initial and final sizes, must must all be integer. 
When a problem occurs, it can be solved by augmenta- 
tion as illustrated in the following numerical example. 
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Example 2: ( 2 , l ;  6, 26)+(1, 1; $, 1) + ( 2 , l ;  26, 26). 
The coupler sizes for the constituent interconnections 
a r e ( F x 1 )  a n d ( l x 4 )  (3x8)  (2x1) .  Clearly,wehave 
a problem with the first interconnection, which we can 
only solve by slightly increasing its size. We could in- 
crease the number of its SSs to 11 and use an (11 x 1) 
coupler. However, we immediately observe that this 
would prevent any transformations, so we increase the 
number to 12 and use a (12 x 1) coupler. The num- 
ber of SSs in the composite interconnection will be 72, 
eight of which are dummy. We now have two reason- 
able transformations: dividing the indegree of the first 
stage by 3 or by 4. The better one is a division by 3, 
producing (after composition and compaction): 

(4 x 4), (9 x 8), (2 x 1). 

The path loss is 72, which is optimal for 72 SSs. 
(Path loss with the other option is 96.) 

Example 3: ( 2 , l ;  k, 2')+(1,2; 2', k) + (2,2; k2', k2') 
The coupler sizes for an optimal layout of ( 2 , l ;  k, 2'), 
per ( I ) ,  are: 

(1 x 2 4 3 ,  (5 k x 24), (2 x 1). 

By symmetry and Lemma 1, the optimal sizes for 
(1,2;2',k) are: 

k 
(1 x 2),(23 x $ , ( 2 4 4  x 1). 

(1x2), (24 x-) ,  ( 2 4 4 x  l ) ,  ( l X 2 5 4 ) ,  (- x24) ,  (2x1). 

Abutting produces an interconnection whose coupler 
sizes in the various stages are: 

k k k  
2 2 

Without compaction, the path loss in this intercon- 
nection would be 22k, i.e., approximatly ( N /  log, n) . 

Merging the last coupler in the first half of the path 
with the first one in the second yields 

2 

Next, we reduce the indegree of stage-3 couplers and 
increase that of stage-4 couplers by a factor of ( 2 4 / k ) .  
Similarly, we reduce the outdegree of stage-3 couplers 
and increase the outdegree of stage-2 couplers by this 
factor. The result: 

(1 x a), (24 x 24--'), (z k k  x -), ( 2 4 4  x 24), (2 x 1). 
2 

Finally, we reduce the indegree of stage-2 couplers 
and outdegree of stage-4 couplers by a factor of 2 and 
double the indegree and outdegree of stage-3 couplers, 
yielding: 

(1 x a) ,  ( 2 4 4  x 2 t - 9 ,  (k x k), (24-1 x 2 4 3 ,  (2 x 1). 

The path loss here is k . 2k = N .  This is optimal for 
(2,2; k2', k2k), since the excess fan-in in the last stage 
is again unavoidable. 

In the examples, we only manipulated the indegrees 
and outdegrees of couplers; we did not calculate the 
number of couplers in each stage and did not specify 
the actual connections that need to be made. How- 
ever, these are obvious from the transformations and 
Fig. 4. 

4. Wiring complexity 

One measure of complexity is the required numbers 
of wire segments or fibers. Another is the required 
number of elementary star couplers [12]. The number 
of stages traversed by a signal is of lesser interest, as 
these introduce a very small delay, but will neverthe- 
less be addressed. The comparison will be made with 
a single broadcast bus interconnecting N stations, c 
broadcast buses each interconnecting all N stations, 
and the highest-concurrency bus-oriented SHI, which 
comprises c2 buses, each connecting N/c SSs to N/c 
DSs. 

Single bus. With unbounded coupler sizes, a sin- 
gle ( N  x N)  star coupler and 2N fiber segments are 
required. If (2 x 2) couplers are used, the interconnec- 
tion uses $ log, N star couplers and N(log, +1) fiber 
segments. The signal goes through a single stage and 
log, N stages in the two cases, respectively. 

c buses, each interconnecting N stations. 
These require c times more components than for the 
single bus. 

Maximum-concurrency Bus-oriented SHI. As- 
suming unbounded coupler sizes, this requires c2 cou- 
plers of size (! x $) and 2Nc fiber segments. A 
signal travels through a single coupler. With (2 x 2) 
couplers, the number of couplers is c2 . (2 . log, !), 
i.e., c . (% . log:, 5) .  This is somewhat less than for 
c broadcast buses, as is the corresponding number of 
fiber segments. A path comprises log, stages. 
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SDM-based high-concurrency SHIs. With un- 
bounded coupler sizes, the number of coupler stages 
for c = 2 is 5, and it increases only as logc, even 
without compaction. The number of fiber segments is 
approximately N .  c times the number of stages. With 
(2 x 2) couplers, the number of couplers is at most 

.log, N ,  i.e., no larger than the c broadcast buses. 
The number of stages in this case is log, N .  

The complexity of the SDM-based SHIs is thus sim- 
ilar to that of the simpler bus-oriented SHIs which 
offer substantially lower concurrency. 

5. Summary 

Non-bus-oriented single-hop interconnections based 
on a shared directional multichannel can offer much 
higher uniform-traffic concurrency than bus-oriented 
ones. Moreover, they can be implemented efficiently 
both in terms of path loss and fiber-optic component 
requirements. Efficient layouts are derived directly for 
small interconnections and then, using the composi- 
tion method presented in this paper, are composed 
to form efficient layouts for much larger ones. Ignor- 
ing integer constraints, the general layout method pre- 
sented in this paper produces implementations with a 
path loss (with lossless components) of at most N ,  the 
number of stations. This is nearly as good as the best 
possible layouts of power-optimal bus-oriented SHIs. 

The significance of the efficient layouts is that the 
higher concurrency offered by the SDM-based SHIs 
relative to the bus-oriented ones is not offset by a 
slower transmission rate. 

Present shortcomings of the SDM-based SHIs are 
the high low-load delay due to the long schedule round, 
and the small fraction of network capacity that can be 
allocated to any (source, destination) pair. Presently, 
work is under way to tackle these problems, and some 
improvements have already been made. 

Finally, a note on technology. While fiber-optics is 
a natural technology for the SDM-based SHIs due to 
the directionality of star couplers, diodes or logic gates 
(AND, OR) could be used in place of directional star 
couplers to construct SDMs with copper wires. 
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